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Write for illustrated leaflet to:—

BETHUNE & HUNTER LTD.,
P.O. BOX 2637, WELLINGTON.
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Farmers, you can't get even weight on

all four quarters weighting claws with
stones or scraps of ironthrow them

away and . replace with Mill's Cup
Weights. Mill's Cup Weights are made
in various sizes to fit most makes of

cups. They ensure even weight, on all
teats, eliminate stripping and give
cleaner, faster milking.
Mill's Cup Weights fit around the
bottom portion of the cup, they're
simple to fit, easily removed. You'll, get
better results by using Mill's Cup
Weights right from the commencement

of milking.

MILL’S CUP

WEIGHTS
N.Z. PAT. APP. No. 116455

Sole Distributors:
TITCHENER NOTON LTD.,

BOX 927, AUCKLAND.

A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
If you wish to make a gift “Journal” sub-

scription to a friend, please forward the name

and address together with your remittance of
10s. to the Publications Section, Department
of Agriculture, Auckland, Wellington, Christ-

church, or Dunedin.

DAVID BROWN
Crawler .

masters steep
hill country

Crawler and
-

Wheel models
‘ "To date I have done 2,000 hours on

steep hill country with my David
Petrol and diesel engines. Brown Trackmaster

. . . stability is

Full range matched implements. amazing . . .
fuel consumption has never

Ask your dealer about David exceeded lj gallons per hour . .
. pins,

□ i , bushes, sprockets and track rollers show
brown s easy terms.

..
',, ■ . . lpractically no wear . . . repairs have been

N.Z. Distributors: nil."

TODD BROS. Ltd., Wellington. E. Gardiner, Otamauri.
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Ln summer especially it pays you to feed

TOMOANA
DOG CRACKERS

I. One pound of Tomoana Dog Crackers is equal, in food value, to 21lbs.
Decause lean beef.

2. They can be bought economically in bulkkeep fresh for months.
3. They are cleaneasy to store and handle.
4. Dogs fed on Tomoana Crackers without access to raw offals will not harbour

Hydatids.
5. Tomoana Dog Crackers are a balanced ration—compounded of pure meat

and cereal.
6. The meat in Tomoana Crackers is scientifically processed to retain the

maximum raw meat vitamin content which is mostly lost in ordinary cooked
meat—-the only other safe meat ration for dogs.


